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Who wins in the world of publishing? The base 
or the superstructure? I’m not a Marxist per se, 
but I’ve lived this struggle for some time as a 
writer and publisher. In this presentation, I 
describe my efforts to change or adapt the 
democratized tools of production to produce 
new forms of writing, which ultimately led to an 
ongoing battle with the dominant cultures of 
production in the world of publishing.



I’ll narrate two case studies. 
One focuses on the writing and 
production of an innovative, if 
not disruptive, textbook in the 
ultra-conservative textbook 
industry. The second tells the 
ongoing story of an interloping 
publishing company (Parlor 
Press) that reveals the central 
challenge of distribution for 
both writers and publishers, 
from typesetting (print) to 
transformation (digital). 

http://parlorpress.com

http://parlorpress.com


Raymond Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory.” New Left Review 82 , Nov/Dec 1973. 319–48. 

“‘The base’ is the real social existence of man. ‘The 
base’ is the real relations of production 
corresponding to a stage of the development of 
material productive forces. ‘The base’ is a mode of 
production at a particular stage of its development.”

The Base



The Base in Publishing



The superstructure consists of the cultural 
and economic forces that both reflect and 
maintain the material base, the mode of 
production. The superstructure is of a 
secondary order and symbolic.

The Superstructure



Hegemony is the expression of power, an 
ideological force that dominates social, 
cultural, and economic life and thus 
stabilizes the base, the modes of 
production.

Hegemony



CD-ROM Ebook Destroys Printed Books. (iStockphoto)

Example
“The Lingering Hegemony of 
Print”



“The modes of incorporation are of great social 
significance, and incidentally in our kind of society 
have considerable economic significance. The 
educational institutions are usually the main 
agencies of the transmission of an effective 
dominant culture, and this is now a major 
economic as well as cultural activity; indeed it is 
both in the same moment.”

Dominant Culture

Raymond Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory.” New Left Review 82 , Nov/Dec 1973. 319–48. 



“The meanings and values which cannot be 
verified or cannot be expressed in the terms 
of the dominant culture, are nevertheless lived 
and practised on the basis of the residue—
cultural as well as social—of some previous 
social formation.”

Residual Culture

Raymond Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory.” New Left Review 82 , Nov/Dec 1973. 319–48. 



“New meanings and values, new practices, 
new significances and experiences, are 
continually being created. But there is then a 
much earlier attempt to incorporate them, just 
because they are part—and yet not part—of 
effective contemporary practice.”

Emergent Culture

Raymond Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory.” New Left Review 82 , Nov/Dec 1973. 319–48. 



Example
Residual and Emergent 
Cultures



Case Study 1
Writing in the Digital Age



The Second Edition

The First Edition



The Innovative Design



Composing in the Design Space



Disassembly into Word



Reassembly by Designers



Case Study 2
Publishing in the Digital Age



Publishing Cultures
Residual, Dominant, 
Emergent

The Publishing Life Cycle



Allen Ginsberg's 
Howl & eBook 
Formatting 
Nonsense (or, 
HTML is Hard)
Callie Miller 
https://www.litlifela.com/counterbalance/2010/10/
html-ebook-formatting-nonsense.html

https://www.litlifela.com/counterbalance/2010/10/html-ebook-formatting-nonsense.html
https://www.litlifela.com/counterbalance/2010/10/html-ebook-formatting-nonsense.html


Callie Miller, The Lit Life, 7 Oct 2010,  
https://www.litlifela.com/counterbalance/2010/10/html-ebook-formatting-nonsense.html

“I tweeted my frustration. Others did too. What does 
this say for eBooks if we can't get basic things like 
formatting right? Why create such hullabaloo 
around this digital release if you hadn't properly 
checked formatting on every device? Why is it that 
publishing sits so far outside the norms of what is 
required to launch something digital?”

https://www.litlifela.com/counterbalance/2010/10/html-ebook-formatting-nonsense.html




Parlor Press Poetry Free Verse Editions



Generating ePub 
from LaTeX (2021)
Ivan Savov 
Minireference Blog: Starting a 
Revolution in the Textbook 
Industry 

https://minireference.com/blog/generating-epub-from-latex/

https://minireference.com/blog/generating-epub-from-latex/


The Softcover 
Book: Frictionless 
Self-Publishing
Michael Hartl 
https://manual.softcover.io/

https://manual.softcover.io/


The real challenge is producing EPUB and MOBI output. 
The trick is to (1) create a self-contained HTML page with 
embedded math, (2) include the amazing MathJax 
JavaScript library, configured to render math as SVG 
images, (3) hit the page with the headless PhantomJS 
browser to force MathJax to render the math (including 
any equation numbers) as SVGs, (4) extract self-
contained SVGs from the rendered pages, and (5) use 
Inkscape to convert the SVGs to PNGs for inclusion in 
EPUB and MOBI books. Easy, right? In fact, no—it was 
excruciating and required excessive amounts of profanity 
to achieve. But it’s done, so ha.  — Michael Hartl



Single Source Production for Distribution

Publisher’s Goal

Print, PDF, EPUB



Production Invention

InventionDistribution

PUBLISHER AUTHOR



Publishing Cultures
Residual, Dominant, 
Emergent

The Emergent Publishing Life Cycle



The hegemony of spaces, tabs, and 
hard returns preserves the status quo of 
production as governed by residual and 
dominant cultures and embedded not 
just in software but in the socialized 
practices of the people. The 
nonbreaking space and soft return 
are elements of the emergent culture.



Word processors and even 
keyboards encourage people to use 
spaces, tabs, and returns for line 
and paragraph spacing, regardless 
of the target format. ☹



Parlor Press’s Author Guide 2022

Distribution                 Invention



InventionDistribution

PUBLISHER AUTHOR



Author Version in Word

EPUB Production in InDesign

Print Production in InDesign



PDF / Print

EPUB in Ebook Reader



280 hours
Conversion from print to EPUB Format 

(70 books) x (4 hours)

10 minutes 
at the moment of production 



The work required to convert a backlist designed for print 
is substantial, particularly for a publisher like Parlor Press, 
which runs on a shoestring budget with no full time 
employees. The democratization of production and digital 
printing technologies that made desktop publishing 
possible have led to new challenges at new stages of the 
publishing cycle. For the near future of publishing, the 
residual and dominant cultures of production must be 
reimagined in light of the emergent culture of distribution. 
Once that happens, the process of single-source 
development for multiple formats will be free and easy. 😀
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An end . . . for now.

David Blakesley 
Clemson University and Parlor Press
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